Gift a taste of the exotic this festive season
~ Foodhall launches its Limited Edition Gifting Collection~

October 2013: As you gear up to soak in the festivities, Foodhall unveils a Limited Edition Gifting
Collection along with an array of gourmet gift hampers that brings alive an ultimate taste of cuisines
from around the world.
The Limited Edition Collection is designed keeping in mind a refined taste of an urban Indian and
an avid traveler. Spice up your Diwali and that of your friends with the Limited Edition World
Collection of Spices and Herbs or gift an exotic cheese platter on a Limited Edition rustic
cheeseboard. If you are looking at giving a thoughtful gift, take a pick from the choice of potted
herbs and encourage your friends to grow their own food.
Foodhall’s well crafted hampers will enable you to pamper every mood and taste. Surprise your
loved ones with the Entertainment collection or the Indian Spice collection or present them with the
Exotic collection that they will always remember.
Gift the love of food with Foodhall. You can also choose from a delightful range of hampers to suit
any taste and mood like Breakfast in Bed hamper, Chocolate surprise, Coffee delight, warm bread
basket, Organic Gourmet, Gluten free, Healthy basket and so on.
For those who truly love world cuisine, Foodhall also has a range of cuisine specific hampers like the
Italian affair, Soulful Thai hamper, Japanese hamper, best of Lebanese and Moroccan to name a few.
The element of newness in Foodhall’s gifting solutions also extends to the ever popular Indian
sweetmeats in the Live Kitchen. Delight friends and family with Apple Jalebis with Pistachio Rabdi,
rich mawa rolls or opt for the healthy carrot mousse and enjoy a guilt free sugar rush.
Come visit Foodhall and find the perfect gift for your loved ones!
About Foodhall
Launched in May 2011 in Mumbai, Foodhall is a premium lifestyle food destination by Future Group. It targets the welltravelled urban Indian consumers who love to experiment with global cuisine and promises to expose customers to the
next level of food retailing.
Currently Foodhall is present in Mumbai, Bengaluru, New Delhi and Pune. This store designed for “foodies” is a one –
stop shop for food lovers and offers everything under one roof, right from daily essentials, exotic flavours, secret
ingredients to premium kitchen accessories.
Foodhall offers an assortment of fresh and packaged foods and covers international and pan-Indian cuisine. From hass
avocados from South America and over 60 varieties of cheese to freshly made authentic breads by in house chefs,
Foodhall with its exhaustive range of offering proves to be a one-stop store for the curious and passionate souls who
love to treat their taste buds with something new each time.

